Labstat International ULC is an independent, privately owned, analytical laboratory with over
40 years of leading experience in testing all types of nicotine containing products including as ecigarette liquids, and vapours, heat-not-burn substrates and emissions, as well as smokeless
and combustible tobacco products and emissions for regulatory reporting and labeling for
worldwide interests.
As a recognized global Centre of Excellence our team of Scientists and Technicians perform
testing for clients around the world in analytical chemistry, toxicology, biomarkers as well as
extensive research and method development.
Labstat values Equal Opportunity and embraces diversity. Begin a dynamic and rewarding
career by becoming a member of Labstat's team of professionals!
As a result of our continuing growth, Labstat has the following employment opportunity
available:
Database Administrator
Posting # 2018-31

Working as a member of our Programmer team, the Database Administrator role will improve
and maintain our databases and MS-SQL Server.
Qualifications include:








Proficiency with relational data models including normalization best practices, logical
schema creation & maintenance, and entity model support for ORM development.
Monitoring production databases to catch potential problems, watch for trending issues.
Experience with Installing, set-up, and configuration of MS-SQL Server
Understanding of Performance Tuning: Add indexes and tune MS-SQL Server
performance parameters to best support production and development.
Experience with creation of High Availability and Disaster Recovery plans and
implementation
Knowledge of data warehousing and reporting strategies
Preferred experience with Azure (or any) Cloud, and Multi-tenant implementation

The successful candidate will possess a BSc.Computer Sciences, with 10 + years’ experience
as a Data Administrator/Modeler.

You are the ideal candidate for the above position if you have a demonstrated commitment
and enthusiasm for working in a team-based environment. You have excellent communication
skills, high energy, and a willingness to learn and achieve results.

Qualified applicants should apply with confidence quoting the appropriate posting #.
Human Resources
Labstat International ULC
262 Manitou Dr.
Kitchener, ON N2C 1L3
Fax (519) 748-1654
hr@labstat.com

